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. Abstract

Travel behavior entails several interrelated decisions made by people, as well as the execution
of routines not preceded by deliberate decisions. Furthermore, travel decisions are dependent
on choices to participate in actMties. After a brief review of research aiming at describing
acti,~ity/travel patterns and approaches in which activity/travel decisions are modelled by

means of discrete-choice modelling techniques, a conceptual framework is proposed as a
background to an evaluation of several computational-process models. Further needed
developments of these models are discussed, as well as the use of geographical information

systems in their operationalization and application to traffic planning.
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Introduction

Travel behavior entails several interrelated decisions made by people, as well as the execution

of routines not preceded by deliberate decisions (Burnett & Hanson 1982). Destination

choice is one of those decisions which is particularly important in a geographical context

because of its consequences for the spatial characteristics of travel patterns. However, various

modelling procedures developed in geography based on gravity and entropy formulations are

inadequate. Disaggregate discrete-choice modelling does a better job (Timmermans 

Golledge 1990). Still, as frequently applied in the past, this approach has shortcomings due to

its na:rrow focus on the modelling of single travel decisions as a function of properties of the

decision alternatives (Pas 1990). In particular, it fails to take into account that many decisions

are dependent on other decisions.

It has become increasingly evident that travel decisions are not only interdependent but also

dependent on choices to partidpate in activities (Jones, Koppelman & Orfeuil, 1990). Thus,

an ac6vity analysis may often be essential for the modelling of travel decisions. Such an

analysis /s however difficult to perform with available mathematical-statistical techniques

used for discrete-choice modelling (Axhausen & G/it’ling 1991; Kitamura 1988). In the present

paper we w/ll review a few of the more promising attempts, followed by a discussion of an

alternative approach using computational-process models.

In addition to the modelling difficulties entailed by an activity-based approach, the possibility

of applying it has sometimes been questioned (Kitamura 1988). In a final section we will

discus:; how geographical information systems (GIS) may be instrumental both 

operationalizing computational-process models and in their application.



Description of ActMty/Travel Patterns

A large amount of research on travel behavior has never been concerned with individuals’

actual decision making but has focused on the description of activities, travel, and their

interrelationships. Even though this approach apparently makes it difficult to draw

conclusions about the decision-malting process, it has provided indirectly relevant information

about factors affecting actMty/travel patterns. It has furthermore contributed to the

development of methods for classifying such patterns which may be useful when calibrating

models of decision making. We will therefore give a brief review as a background.

In the descriptive approach a salient issue is to what extent activity/travel patterns are

invariant. Empirical results are rather discouraging. For a long time one-day diary data was

the only source of information about activity/travel patterns. These patterns differ

considerably between households with different sociodemographic characteristics. At the

same time there are some successful early attempts at identifying relatively homogenous types

(e.g. Jones etal., 1983).

During the ’80s longitudinal data sets have more frequently been collected and analyzed. This

has made possible to assess the degree of invagance of activity/travel patterns from day to

day. Somewhat surprisingly, not even across weekdays do daffy activity/travel patterns appear

to be particularly stable (Hanson and Huff 1986 Kitam~a, 1990). Researchers therefore face

the problem not only of identLeying households types but also of identifying a typical

activity/travel pattern for each household. Several attempts have been made. For instance,
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Hanson and Huff (1986) constructed a measure of similarity between activity/travel patterns

based on some of their salient attributes. On the basis of this measure "typical daily patterns"

were defined, often mere than one for each household. This result may seem inconsistent with

other findings indicating that many activities are repetitive. However, if different activities are

repeated according to differing cycle lengths, then daily activity/travel patterns may not be

stable.

Pas (1988) analyzed weekly activity/travel patterns. Going beyond the descriptive

information, these patterns may be viewed as the outcome of a two-stage selection process. A

weekly activity/travel pattern is first "selected," then a daily pattern. The former differs

depending on households’ sociodemographic characteristics. However, the daily patterns are

much more influenced by situation factors such as weather conditions, breakdown of the car,

etc. Thus. by focusing on patterns over longer time intervals it may still be possible to identify

household types. This dearly speaks to the value of collecting longitudinal data, extending the

tradit~tonal one-day actMty/travel diaries to several days.

Analysis of Activity/Travel Decisions: Discrete Choice Modelling

Awareness of the limitation of discrete-choice models, noted in the introduction, to focus on

single travel derisions has led many to use tools suitable to model several interrelated

decisions, such as, for in.~tance, the nested legit (McFadden 1979), or structural-equation

modeling techniques (Golob & Meurs, 1988). However, T~mrnermans (1991) recently

questioned whether these tools are adequate. Nevertheless, there are several attempts at
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calibrating discrete-choice models in which activities are important components (see

Axhausen & Gtirling 1991; Thill & Thomas 1987, for a more extensive review). Despite

uncertainty about its appropriateness as a description of how people actually make decisions

(Edwards 1954; Kahneman & Tversky 1979; Simon 1990), these attempts invariably draw on 

utility-maximization framework.

Approaches which more explicitly aim at modeling decisions utilize the same kind of

activity/travel diary data as were referred to in the preceding section. Most data sets which

have been used for calibrating models are furthermore of the one-day type. A few studies

have used the superior technique of directly collecting data on how people make decisions

(e.g. Levin et al. 1983; Louviere, 1988).

One application of discrete-choice modelling has been to the modelling of choices among

alternative activity/travel patterns. For instance, as part of a computational-process model to

be described below, Reeker et al. (1986a, 1986b) calibrated a discrete-choice model 

activity-schedule choice. A similar model was calibrated by Adler and Ben-Aldva (1979) who

found a preference for home-based single-purpose journeys to destinations close to home.

Choice of activity participation (and/or duration) has also been modelled. Taking as their

point of departure that choices to participate in activities during a specified time period are

made sequentially, Kitamura and Kermanshah (1983) calibrated a model in which choice 

activity type depended ott sociodemographic household characteristics, number of cars

available, t~rne of day, and the degree to which the activity had been performed in the past. A
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similar approach was taken by, among others, Damm and Lerman(1981) and KJtamura

(1984.a).

Another focus of discrete-choice modelling has been how travel decisions are related to

activity choice (or travel purpose). For instance, Kitamura (1984b) modelled the dependency

of de!;tination choices on activity choice. Hirsh et al. (1986) developed a nested-logit model 

timing of shopping and choice of shopping destinations.

Analysis of Activity/Travel Decisions: Computational-Process Modelling

An approach which has been used in forecasting travel demand is the building of a system of

disaggregate discrete-choice models, for instance of choice of destination, transportation

mode, and travel frequency (Bradley et aI. 1991; Kdtamura and Goulias 1989). In order 

make actual forecasts, rnicrosimulation techniques are used. Obviously, this approach is no

better than the discrete-choice models it is based on. Furthermore, the assumption of a linear

sequence of decisions may not be tenable. Our contention is therefore that such a

microsimulation approach to forecasting must rely on more adequate disaggregate models. In

the present context, it seems essential that the interrelationships between different decisions

are modeUed at the disaggregate level.

Interrelated decisions may be modelled by discrete-choice models, although, as we have

noted, there are several I/mitations. h attempts to replace the utility-max/mizing framework

with cognitive principles of information acquisition, information representation, and decision



making, computational-process models (CPMs) have been preferred. Such models offer 

much greater flexibility. Furthermore, even though deterministic, interdependencies are not

easily modelled by other means. CPMs are however not without problems. A most salient

problem is how to calibrate such models (Smith et al. 1982). Appropriate statistical estimation

techniques are yet to be defined.

After a presentation and discussion of the conceptual framework proposed in G~ling et al.

(1989), several CPMs will be briefly reviewed in this section. Finally, drawing on the

conceptual framework, these CPMs will be evaluated with the aim of suggesting what further

developments are desirable.

Conceptual Framework

In our conceptual framework (Axhausen & G~ling 1991; G~ling et al. 1984; GErling et al.

1989) the environment offers individuals opportunities to perform various activities, such as

work, shopping, and relaxation, by mean.¢ of which their needs are satisfied. The individual

informs himself or herself about these opportunities, identifies spatiotemporal constraints,

forms shorter-term as well as longer-term plans taking these constraints into account, executes

the formed plan~% and evaluates the resulting outcomes. According to this view, travel

decisions constitute an integral part of the plan formation.

Figure 1 depicts an individual’s cognitive processes responsible for plan formation. The

individual has a memory representation of the objective environment which has been

acquired by different means. Another memory representation (termed the Long-Term
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework.



Calendar) contains information about an agenda of activities with different priorities. The

actMties with highest priorities are planned (by the Scheduler) taking opportunities and

constraints into account. The resulting plan is stored in memory (as tbe Short-Term Calendar)

before being executed (by the Executor).

Figure I about here

The opportunities are perceived by individuals on the basis of their memory representations

of the environment. For instance, only destinations which are remembered will enterSnto the

opportunity set. Furthermore, their properties may be incomplete or distorted depending on

imperfect memory. This is also true of other components of the environment, such as paths

and travel modes. Identified constraints delimit the set of opportunities. Some constraints are

simply distance, cost, and time per se. As suggested in Figure 1, others have to do with the

frequent need to coordinate the plan with other people such as additional household

members. Whatever the constraints are, it is important to note that they result from a process

of identification and judgment. Thus, it is possible that some objective constraints are never

identified, or that constraints are identified although they do not exist objectively.

Plan formation is highly dy’nam/c and flexible. Some precedence is given to activities since

plan formation is supposed to start with a set of priorit/zed actMfies. However, if there are no

opporturdties to perform the initially selected activities, the identification of other

opportunities may lead to less priorifized activities being chosen. Activities with higher

priority wiU then remain to be selected on subsequent occasions. The priorities assigned to

activities also change over time, both over a day and over a longer time span.



How planning is acomplished differs depending on tactical decisions. One important such

decision is the trade-off between planning in detail and starting to execute a plan. In general

planning may proceed in a top-clown fashion. A schematic plan entailing choice of the

sequence in which to perform the set of activities in different places is first formed, then

through a process of mental execution a more detailed plan is formed entailing choice of

travel modes and departure times. Conflicts encountered in this detailed planning stage are

solved by changing the sequence, compressing and/or deleting activities, or postpordng

departure times. At any point in time the individual may decide to postpone the detailed

planrdng stage. He or she may also need to do that because information is not availarle. Plan

execution thus starts before a complete plan is formed. As execution proceeds, the plan is

made complete in subsequent stages of plann/ng. Not only additions to but also revisions of

the plan depending on changes in the environment may then be accomplished. An example

would be that the activities to be performed during a day is first sequenced, then a detailed

plan is made for the morning. However, because of unforeseen delays, the plan may have to

be changed during its execution in the morning. This in turn may affect the agenda of

activities to be performed in the afternoon, thus making necessary another sequencing of

activities, and so forth.

Constraints may arise because the plan needs to be coordinated with other people’s plans.

This will occur for activities which can only be performed mutually, or for activities which can

be performed optionally by any of the involved people. Such interdependencies arise perhaps

most frequently within a household, although it is certainly not confined to household

members. Even though decisions are made singly, they are influenced by other people’s

agendas as commun/cated to the individual forming his or her plan. The communication may



be untimed, incomplete, or distorted, thus giving rise to another source of suboptimality of

plans. Furthermore, in general one indiv/dual is dominating the other(s), that is, is more

unwilling to change his or her plan, on the basis of temporal precedence, the relative priorities

of activities, or perhaps indiv/dual characteristics.

Over time planning becomes less deliberate. Although incomplete and distorted, an individual

has a memory representation of his or her evaluations of the outcome of the execution of

previous plans. This record has the potential of affecting subsequent planning. When

repeatedly facing the same or similar situations, some decisions entailed by planning are

never deliberated or, if deliberated, another decison rule entailing less information search is

employed. The share number of repetitions is however only one factor causing planning to

become less deliberate. Some assessment of how important the plan/s for the attainment of

salient, current goals is another factor. Thus, even plans executed every day may become

deliberate if their execution is currently/mportant for the attainment of salient goals.

Computational-Process Models

Several attempts have been made to implement a conceptualization of travel decisions in a

computer program aiming at emulating how people make such decisions. However, in varying

degrees all of them are incomplete, Iirrdting themselves as they do to isolated aspects.

Probably the first attempt was launched by Kuipers (1978) tn his TOUR model. TOUR

models an individual’s memory representation of the env/ronment~ or cognitive map, its

acquisition, and its use in wayfinding. Although successful in many respects, TOUR is not

based on the rather extensive empirical research on people’s cognitive maps, spatial
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orientation, and wayfinding (as reviewed in, for instance, G~irling et al. 1984; G~rling 

Golledge 1989). A more recent sirrdlar model called the NAVIGATOR (Gopa.I et al. 1989;

Gopal & Smith 1990) is based on empirical results reported in Golledge et al. (1985). 

particular interest here is that route planning is modelled by means of various choice

heuri,;tics. If information to base route choices is lacking, "moving in the same general

heading" or "make a random turn at an intersection" are examples of decision rules

implemented in the model.

Route planning in a static environment is also modelled by TRAVELLER (Leiser 

Zilberschatz 1988), and, in a dynamic environment, by ELMER (McCalla et aF. 1982).

TRAVELLER makes the assumption that the relative locations of origin and destination are

known. An unknown route from origin to destination is then constructed through a process of

search starting both from the origin and the destination. In ELMER routes are, in contrast,

conceived of as sequences of instructions for how to travel. When navigating an environment,

route:~ are retrieved when a need arises. Thus planning is interwoven with execution of the

plano

None of the models reviewed so far include the interreIationship between different travel

derisions and between travel decisions and activity choices. A few other CPMs attempt to do

that, such as CARLA (Jones et al. 1983) and STARCHILD (Reeker et al. 1986a, 1986b). Still

another similar model is reported in Lundberg (1988). The least elaborated model is CARLA

which: does no more than identify constraints. The output from CARLA consists of the

feasible plans or activity schedules. STARCHILD goes a step further in modelling the choice

between these schedules by means of a conventional discrete-choice model. The choice of

activity schedule is based on the sum of the activities’ utilities and the disutilities of waiting
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and travel th’nes. STARCHILD, and CARLA as far as it goes, are unlikely to be valid

descriptions of people’s actual decision making. In contrast to CARLA which employs an

"objective" criterion, STARCHILD implements a psychologically more plausible

noncompensatory decision rule in selecting the generated alternatives (e.g. Montgomery 1990;

Svenson 1979; Tversky 1972). The notion that all feasible activity schedules are generated is

still not realistic given the cognitive limitations people are known to have (Simon 1990).

Furthermore, the particular form of utility maximization assumed in STARCHILD’s choice

model does not seem to have independent empirical support.

Lundberg (1988) does not state as his aim to mimic actual activity scheduling. Nevertheless,

the model has severn realistic features worth mention/rig. Constraints are modelled as fuzzy-

set representations to capture their imprecise nature. Furthermore, rather than being

quantitative, the variables are linquist/c. Each activity has aa activation or arousal level which

at a particular stage in the planning process determines whether or not it is chosen. The

activation/arousal level of an activity is in turn affected by the degree to which the activity is

related to goals. However, there is also, through a bottom-up process, aa effect of updated

information about opportunities and constraints.

The model by Lundberg (1988) has many similarities with the model of planning reported 

Hayes-Roth and Hayes-Roth (1979) which is the most complete of those reviewed 

modelling underlying cognitive processes. This latter model also differs from the others in

being directly based on data on how people plan. A critical assumption is that people are

opportunistic in their planning, rather than proceeding hierarch/cally from a global, schematic

plan to a more refined plan. The planning process is assumed to comprise the independent

action of many "cognitive spedalists" who make tentative decisions to be incorporated in the
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plan. The different decisions concern the plan itself, what data are useful to acquire, desirable

attributes of plan decisions, and how to formulate and approach the planning problem (meta-

plan decisions). An executive controls the planning process by making decisions about how to

allocate cogr~Ative resources, what types of decisions to make at certain points in time, and

resolving conflicts if there are competing decisions.

The models described so far seem to do a good job in modelling different aspects of

individuals’ interrelated travel decisions. As illustrated in Table 1, these aspects differ

between the different models. Whereas those models which target navigation and route

choi’~ce also tend to model acquisition and representation of information about the

environment, the other models, focusing on planning, do not seem to do that in as much

detail. These models are, on the other hand, much more complete in modelling interrelated

acrid,Sty/travel decisions. A few models in each category appear more realistic descriptions of

how’ people process information and make decisions, whereas the remaining models make at

least some assumptions which are clearly unrealistic. There is, however, a need for more

extensive, comparative empirical tests.

Table I about here

The overview points to the possibility of developing a model which integrates parts of other

models. The model proposed by Hayes-Roth and Hayes-Roth (1-979) iS perhaps the most

promising to use as a point of departure. It may be possible to augment this model with a

model of the acquisition and representation of information about the env/ronment as well as

of how route choices are made.



Table 1. Computational-process models.

Modelling loci Model

Information

acquisition and

representation

TOUR (Kuipers 1978)

NAVIGATOR (Gopal et al. 1989; Gopal 

Smith 1990)

TRAVELLER (Leiser & Zflberschatz 1989)

ELMER (McCalla et al. 1982)

Interrelated

activity/travel

decisions

CARLA (Jones et al. 1983)

STARCHILD (Recker et al. 1986a, 1986b)

Lundberg (1988)

Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth (1979)

Navigation/

route choice

TOUR (Kuipers 1978)

NAVIGATOR (Gopal et al. 1989; Gop~l 

Smith 1990)

TRAVELLER (Leiser & Zilberschatz 1989)

ELMER (McCalla et al. 1982)



There are a few things which none of the present models accomplish. The models of

interrelated activity/travel decisions fail to explicitly represent the fact that such decisior, s

may in varying degree be interwoven with their execution. In this way they do not adequately

take into account that individuals’ time horizons may differ at different points in time

(Axhausen & G/~rling 1991). Furthermore, revisions of plans are not modelled.

Another shortcoming of the current models is that they fail to model changes over time as a

fianction of repeated experience of the environment and changes in saliency of goals. Such

changes may be observed both in which decisions are made and in how they are made. The

representation of the decision alternatives may also change. The current models thus need to

be turned into dynamic models, something which is, in fact, pleaded for within the area

(Goodwin, IGtamura & Meurs 1990).

A final shortcoming is that the models reviewed only consider one decision maker. Even

though most decisions are made individually, it may still be necessary to simultaneously model

other decision makers to be able to validly represent constraints. Furthermore, an important

future task should be to model how social interaction with others affects the information

acquired about opportunities and constraints.
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Computational-Process Modelling of Activity/Travel

Decisions and Geographical Information Systems

Geographical information systems (GIS) have many uses in a transportation context, for

instance vehicle routing and scheduling. A salient problem is to determine the relationship

between these uses and traditional network analysis with aggregated data. However, most GIS

are developed not only for aggregated data sets, but also for the scale of operations involving

complete networks. Activity-based discrete-choice or computational-process modelling

requires the possibNty to work with such disaggregated data, in small traffic zones or unique

origin/destination locations. Otherwise it would not be feasible to examSne in real lime the

impact of changing household decisions on the patterns of flow and the selection of route

segments in specific networks. Thus, the evaluation and application of these models would be

seriously impaired.

GIS can provide a host for a comprehensive database and analytical procedures to-~

operationalize our conceptual framework presented in the preceding section. Aa

approximation of the street network on which individuals travel may be provided, in US cities

through available TIGER files. The same is true of origins/destinations when exact addresses

are available. Other information is also accessible, such as landuse and sociodemographic

characteristics which may be superimposed on the network. Business hours, attributes of

origins/destinations, and availability and speed of different transport modes are still other

information which can be stored with network information. By providing .a factual physical

environmemt in which to simulate this information, there are in the present context two

potential uses. One is to provide a realistic initial input to a model concentrating on

household travel decisions. The other use is to emulate the act,aM trips resulting from these
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decisions, primarily with the purpose of modelling how decision may be revised during the

course of a specified time cycle (planning horizon). If data are also collected on how

households travel, then calibrating the model will be feasible.

Still an,other use of GIS is in the modelling of the decisions.-Transformations of the objective

information may first be accomplished according to principles for how people distort such

information in perception and memory. Secondly, a GIS data modeI could be selected to

represent the process by which plans are formed. Several possibilities exist.

Finally, to be useful some possibility of aggregating data is needed. Again, GIS offer this.

Therefbre, GIS are not only instrumental for the development of realistic models but also

render such models directly relevant for traffic planning.

Apparently, on all these points further research is needed aimed at developing GIS. Empirical

tests of the feasibility of overlaying an activity-scheduling module on a GIS of a particular

enviro:arnent is a primary task. Work on this is in progress and w/ll be reported in a later

companion paper (Golledge, Kwan, & Giirling, in preparation).
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